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18SU147 Polish Beginners

This course is for students that didn’t learn Polish before. The course provide the ideal
introduction to the language, covering the basic language needed in everyday situations
on a visit to Poland. Themes for study are taken from a variety of sources but vast majority is
based on book Hurra Po polsku part 1.
For the first session students will need to bring pen and paper only. Students will be provided
with all the necessary handouts/worksheets on a weekly basis.
Additional Costs; None
The course will cover
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Order food in a restaurant
Ask for simple directions
Use public transport
Give basic information about themselves and their family.
Talk about daily routine
Talk about family
Use the time and tell the time
Shopping

By the end of the course students should be able to get by in real life situations in the country
of their chosen language
Week one
Introduction Alphabet; Pronunciation; Greeting; Introduction of yourself; Numbers 0-10;
Homework
Week two
Revision of week one, Introduction of a family member; Role play in pairs; Numbers 10 to 20;
Days of the week; Homework
Week three

Revision of week two; Airport; Transport;
Week four
Revision of week three; Asking for directions; Metro; Role play in pairs, Numbers 100-1000;
Homework
Week five
Revision of weeks 1-4
Progress check 1:
The test will consist from a short interview between the teacher and each of the students
including greetings and a brief introduction prepared by the student. This will be followed by
a role play in pairs where students simulate one of these situations:
• Introduction of yourself and the family • Buying tickets • In the airport
• Asking for directions
Week six
Shopping for food and clothes; Saying what you like and don’t like; Colours; Role play in
pairs; Homework
Week seven
Revision of week six; Restaurant; Reading menú Ordering drinks/snacks Role play in pairs;
Homework
Week eight￼
Revision of week seven; At home; Things around you; Homework
Week nine
Revision of week eight; Booking hotel; Medical help; Time; Role play in pairs; Homework
Week ten
Revision of weeks 6-9
Progress check 2
The test will consist from a short interview between the teacher and each of the students
including greetings and a brief introduction prepared by the student. This will be followed by
a role play in pairs where students simulate one of these situations:
• At the airport • Shopping for food • Restaurant • At home • Medical help

Tutor Profile: My name is Adriana Kuczynska. I am qualified teacher and Polish native
speaker. I am energetic and enthusiastic. I have worked in education for significant number
of years and posses the appropriate teaching experience. I am currently employed in one
of the secondary schools in Knaresborough. During my teaching career I have developed
the skills that allow me to create an atmosphere where my students feel they are
challenged and can achieve progress desired.

